Energy Efficiency
LOW & MODERATE INCOME
Energy savings for all
There are more opportunities than ever to make energy efficiency
and savings more equitable and accessible for all. From supporting
neighborhoods that spend more on energy, to creating more inclusive
marketing communications, our team is ready to get your income-qualified
customers started on their journey to reduce energy consumption and save
them money every step of the way.
We deliver equitable energy opportunities.
Drawing on decades of experience in efficient energy, we deliver energy reduction opportunities to
your customers at little or no cost to them. Our streamlined, easy-to-use platform allows customers to
personalize their energy management experience while maximizing their savings potential.
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Assess
Using CLEAResult ATLAS™, we make it easy to understand your portfolio of
income-verified customers and offer each one a “next best action” toward
energy reduction in a single, intuitive platform.
Install
We provide homeowners with peace of mind by offering direct installation
on energy-efficient products, and free consultation on future energy savings.
Our installations come at little to no out-of-pocket cost to your customers
and are guaranteed to last.
Develop
You can offer your communities more opportunities through energy savings,
as well as through workforce training and development courses in the
energy efficiency field.
Save
Our network is deeply rooted in local communities, and partners with
big box retailers and trade allies to offer your customers a wide range of
incentives for installing energy-efficient measures in their homes, equaling
big savings for all.
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Helps meet the
precise needs of your
customers, while
keeping them on
track to maximize
their energy savings
potential.

Leverages our
expansive data
framework to produce
an exceptional level of
customer insights and
predictive operational
analytics.

Connects customers to
the common upgrades,
special offers and
product rebates they
need to save money
and energy online with
ease.

Provides training
resources for
distributors and
other participants on
installation, delivery
and new technologies
in energy efficiency.

We change the way people use energy,
Contact: info@clearesult.com // CLEAResult.com

for homes

How we get the job done
Assessment
Connect customers with
energy efficiency experts
online or in person.

Fulfillment
Deliver new efficient
devices as well as savings
directly to your customers.

Installation
Connect customers with
a network of trade allies
for prompt installation.

Consulting
Offer upgrades and
roadmaps for ongoing
improvement with our
energy experts.

Scan here for more details.

